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Introduction 

K-pop also known as Korean pop

originated in South Korea. It has been a

trend for a couple of years and it is being

acknowledged globally. What attracts the

people’s interest for K-pop is the

performance which includes the Artist's

strong choreography and music. For the

artist’s music to sell and become a hit, the

aspects of the music itself is very

important. My goal is to combine different

songs to form a track and sync them so that

it would sound like a song on its own.

Goal

• Gain experience in creating and mixing 

music

• Recreate a song using different music 

based on beats, melody, and lyrics

• Sharpen audio skills and enhance 

listening skills

Results

A song from recreated sounds and 

vocal is produced

Credits for Songs 

used as reference

• JJ Project

(Tomorrow Today, Icarus)

• B.A.P 

(All the Way Up)

• Stray Kids

(Mixtape 2)

• Got7

(I am Me)

Methods
Logic Pro X

Pro Tools

Work Break Down Structure

Start 

Date

End 

Date Description

Duratio

n 

(Days)

27-

Aug 7-SepResearch for songs and take notes 11

14-

Sep

23-

Sep

Come up with a concept, select songs to use, arrange 

parts in sequence 9

26-

Sep 5-Oct

Import song choices to software and arrange for the 

parts needed 9

7-Oct 8-Nov

Recreate and record beats or search for samples similar 

to the beats of the song 32

11-

Nov

25-

NovRecord vocals 14

28-

Nov

11-

Dec

Make edits and add effects to vocals and recorded 

sounds Synchronize the songs 13

4-Jul 23-Aug 12-Oct 1-Dec 20-Jan

Research for songs and take notes

Come up with a concept, select…

Import song choices to software…

Recreate and record beats or…

Record vocals

Make edits and add effects to…

Conclusion 

~Time and Patience is 

important

~Experiential

~Increased knowledge of:

-Pro Tools Software

-Logic Pro X Software

-Editing audio

-Reproducing sounds

Materials


